We investigate the parallel assembly of two-dimensional, geometrically-closed modular target structures out of homogeneous sets of macroscopic components of varying anisotropy. The yield predicted by a chemical reaction network (CRN)-based model is quantitatively shown to reproduce experimental results over a large set of conditions. Scaling laws for parallel assembling systems are then derived from the model. By extending the validity of the CRN-based modelling, this work prompts analysis and solutions to the incompatible substructure problem.
Introduction
Large-scale manufacturing requires fast and efficient fabrication of many exact copies of desired objects. Robot assisted fabrication typically involves serial, deterministic procedures that are reliable but inefficient to assemble vast quantities of products, especially those of small size.
1,2 An alternative manufacturing strategy consists of components assembling with one another autonomously to form many equal copies of a target structure. Such a self-assembly approach 3 is massively parallel and inspired by natural systems that assemble autonomously, such as crystals 4 and viruses. 5 A set of mobile components capable of bonding with one another will tend to form assemblies in a bounded space. The formation of intercomponent bonds decreases the enthalpy of the system 6 and the number of accessible component configurations. 7 Under thermal conditions that make entropic contributions negligible, the assembly of components reduces the free energy of the system, as well as the number of further bonds that can be formed. However, modular assembling systems are characterised by a multitude of intermediate states, associated with local minima in the free energy landscape, besides a few degenerate target states that correspond to global minima. 8 Assembling systems able to break out of local energy minima, thanks to, e.g., perturbing energy imparted to the system to compete with bond formation, are self-assembling systems. 9, 10 Assembling systems incapable of escaping local energy minima in finite time are aggregating systems. 11 Irreversible intercomponent bonds arrest aggregating systems typically within one of their local energy minima. Once in a local minimum, aggregating systems are prevented from exploring further possible configurations to reach the target state(s). Self-assembly is often used in literature, albeit incorrectly, to describe aggregating systems as well. 10 In the following, we use assembly to describe systems that aggregate. An assembling system is in a depletion trap when no more components are available to advance the assembly, as all components are already employed in existing (sub)structures. 12 In parallel assembling systems of homogeneous components, depletion traps are absorbing states of the dynamics and local energy minima corresponding to the formation of incompatible substructures, i.e., partial target structures which cannot complete assembly due to steric incompatibility. § Fig. 1 illustrates an instance of the issue. By preventing the assembly of target structures, the formation of incompatible substructures significantly reduces the assembly yield in parallel homogeneous assembly, and therefore wastes resources. 16 At the same time, the incompatible substructure problem is both a logical and a physical problem, and is thus amenable to both analytical and experimental study.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive study of modelbased prediction of assembly yield for parallel assembling systems. We consider the parallel assembly of two-dimensional (2D), geometrically-closed target structures composed of homogeneous sectors of varying anisotropy. The results of an extensive set of parametric assembly experiments are quantitatively shown to closely match in most cases the assembly yield predictions obtained by a corresponding chemical reaction network (CRN)-based model. Consequently, this work significantly extends the validity of CRN-based modelling of assembling systems, and the analysis of the incompatible substructure problem provides a foundation for the study of dynamical aspects of parallel (self)-assembly.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an account of prior art. The physical system and the CRN-based model used in this study are described respectively in Sections 3 and 4. The experiments conducted to compare the physical system and analytical model are presented in Section 5. The results are reported in Section 6. Scaling of system properties is discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 provides conclusions and outlook.
Background
The study of agents coming together to form autonomously ordered predictable and structures has been pioneered in the context of molecular chemistry, 17, 18 self-assembly was acknowledged as a self-standing multidisciplinary field of study, 3, 9, 10 and several macroscopic analogues have been designed to elucidate or imitate microscopic assembly processes. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] In the context of parallel assembly, Hosokawa et al. 27 studied the assembly of triangular components into hexagonal target structures. Hosokawa et al. described the negative impact of incompatible substructures on assembly yield in their experiments, and first proposed to study their parallel assembly system using the formalism of chemical reaction networks. Klavins 28 built a mechatronic version of the triangular components used by Hosokawa et al. 27 Software embedded in their ''programmable parts'' defined rules, based on graph grammars, to guide the assembly of specified target structures. The programmability of the components was used to control the interactions, leading to coordinated behaviour of the system-an approach recently extended by Haghighat and Martinoli. 29 Miyashita et al. 30 studied the influence of reversible reactions on the yield of an assembly system. Their latching self-propelled components floated on the surface of water and had similar shape to those of Hosokawa et al. 27 Miyashita et al. conducted experiments to compare sequential aggregation, reversible assembly and random aggregation using these components. They used a CRN-based model to quantitatively describe their system. Mermoud et al. 31 and Haghighat et al. 32 developed a magneto-fluidic system of passive, centimetre-sized components that self-assembled on water. The system was supported by a general, CRN-based, multi-level modelling framework for stochastic distributed systems of reactive agents. Using such framework, the authors were able to control the self-assembly of the water-floating components in real-time. Mastrangeli et al. 33 developed a downscaled version of the system, tailored for the automated control of the acousto-fluidic self-assembly of microparticles. Hacohen et al. 34 proposed an algorithm to program the mechanical self-assembly of 3D macroscale objects. Taking inspiration from the fully specified assembly of DNA-based structures, Hacohen et al. showed that an arbitrary 3D object, properly dissected into components, can be re-assembled by unsupervised mechanical shaking when appropriate rules are uniquely encoded on the faces of the components. In their experiments, Hacohen et al. introduced enough components to assemble 2 target structures of 18 components in parallel, and were able to assemble only 1 target structure with no erroneous bonds. Murugan et al. 12 studied the formation of incompatible substructures in chemical reaction-based systems. Using a theoretical model relevant to DNA, proteins and colloids, the authors suggested that the incidence of incompatible substructures can be reduced by appropriately tuning the reaction rates by the stoichiometry of the system. Borrowing the concepts of intercomponent bond and structure formation from chemical reactions, CRN-based formalisms and approaches 35 are commonly used to model and simulate Fig. 1 An instance of the incompatible substructure problem in the assembly of a modular target structure. The circular target structure is composed of 4 equal sector-shaped components. In an aggregating system, each of the available components moves within a confined space and irreversibly bonds with two components. When exactly 4 components are used, a single target structure will always assemble. However, 5 components will not always form a single target structure and a spare component, i.e., a {1,4} population. They could instead end in one of 2 absorbing states-the other one being {2,3}.
aggregating and self-assembling systems. 
Physical system
We study the assembly yield of a two-dimensional system of passive components designed to form geometrically-closed target structures. The components are agitated within a reactor that is a bounded horizontal container attached to an orbital shaker. The agitation enables components and substructures to move around the reactor, interact with one another, and form irreversible magnetic bonds. Substructures of the target structures assemble upon bond formation. Only geometrically compatible substructures can bond together, eventually forming full target structures. The target structures are by design inert and stop growing once formed.
Components
All components are 3D-printed, 7 mm-thick polyhedra embedding magnets with opposite orientations in two of their faces to enforce the formation of the closed target structures (Fig. 2) . NdFeB magnets (N48, Supermagnete (Webcraft GmbH), strength 210 g) assure intercomponent bonds that can withstand impacts with the container and among components. We designed target structures of equal area and three different shapes: circle, square and triangle. All component sets are homogeneous. Sectors of a circle with radius 25 mm compose the circular target structures. We use sets of sectorshaped components with 4 different sector angles: 451, 601, 721 and 901. Magnets are embedded in the middle of the two straight faces. For square target structures, the components are 4 equal squares with side length of 22.2 mm, with magnets embedded in two adjacent lateral faces. For triangular target structures, the components are 3 identical isosceles triangles, the two equal sides and the base side measuring 38 mm and 67 mm, respectively. Magnets are embedded in the middle of the two equal sides.
Reactor
The experiments were carried out in a lid-covered circular container of inner radius of 125 mm, bounded by a 9 mmthick rim (Fig. 3) . The container and the lid, made from clear acrylic, were fastened to an orbital shaker (New Brunswickt Innova s 2300). The reactor served two purposes: (1) to transfer kinetic energy from the shaker to the components, and (2) to constrain the component motion in 2D and avoid component flipping. We chose the components density in the reactor so that the components could frequently interact with one another while minimizing packing effects and avoiding jamming of the (sub)structures (e.g., 5 target structures occupied 20% of the reactor surface). We set the shaker frequency depending on the experiment type to maximise interactions among substructures while avoiding disassembly events. Orbital shaking produced a qualitatively pseudorandom motion of the components. The experimental results are not expected to be significantly influenced by the shaking method.
Analytical model
We analyse our assembling system with the chemical reaction network-based model proposed by Hosokawa et al. 27 In the model, the population of the system is represented as a multiset of integers, x i . The integer x i represents the number of substructures with i, 1 r i r N, components and N the number of components in a full target structure. X i represents a substructure with i components. Considering, for instance, a system with N = 8 equal components ¶ shaped as 451 sectors to form a circular target structure, the state vector is x = (x 1 ,. . .,x 8 ). As we are excluding reverse reactions through irreversible intercomponent bonds, the state of the 451-sector system can undergo the following set of reactions:
Given a large enough population, we study the probabilistic evolution of the system using a system of difference equations:
where t is the number of bond forming collisions between clusters, and the transition function is F = (F 1 ,. . .,F 8 ). The number F i represents the expected value for each incremental step of x i , and it is the summation of the stoichiometric coefficient v ij times the probability P j with which the jth reaction in eqn (1) occurs, i.e., F i ¼ P v ij P j . An example of the calculation is presented in Section 3.1 of Hosokawa et al. 27 The probability P j is the product of the collision probability and bonding probability, P j = P c lm P b lm . When x c 1, the collision probability is defined as:
where S ¼ P x i , i.e., the total number of clusters. The geometry-specific values of P b are calculated according to Hosokawa et al. 27 We implement the calculation by placing the first substructure at the origin and the second substructure at infinity. The faces of the components form an angle of visibility. The number P b is the probability that the angle of visibility of one substructure's face that includes the South polarity magnet (refer to Fig. 2 ) is within the angle of visibility of another substructure's face that includes the North polarity magnet. A more detailed explanation of the computation is available in Appendix A of Hosokawa et al. 27 The values of P b used in this work are presented in Table 1 .
The F i are generally expressed as: Using only the mean values of x i in our analysis would prevent us from accurately predicting the yield of a system. This is especially true for smaller values of x i . Therefore, we use the master equation, which uses the probability distributions of each x i instead of their mean values. The master equation is:
wðx; x 0 Þpðx 0 ; tÞ À pðx; tÞ X x 0 wðx 0 ; xÞ where w(x,x 0 ) is the probability of transition from x 0 to x.
For instance, the probability of the reaction 2X 1 -X 2 at state x 0 is wðx;
which for x c 1 becomes 27 Miyashita et al. 30 and Klavins. 28 In our experiments, N was limited to 8 by fabrication constraints.
Substituting w(x,x 0 ) in the master equation, we obtain: pðx; t þ 1Þ À pðx; tÞ 
The master equation was solved numerically. The equation was iterated over interaction steps until only absorbing states and their corresponding probabilities were left. This inherently allowed listing the number of possible absorbing states.
Experiments
We verified the assembly yield predictions of the CRN-based model by conducting an extensive set of physical assembly experiments. The aim of the experiments was to record experimental yield statistics, to be compared with the CRN-based predictions. The parameters of the experiments were number of components and component shape, and the variable was assembly yield.
We conducted 6 experiments. The experiment with 451-sector shape components was conducted under 33 conditions parameterised by the number n of components, which 2N À 1, 2N, 2N + 1, 3N À 1, 3N, 3N + 1,  4N À 1, 4N, 4N + 1, 5N À 1 and 5N , respectively. 11 trials were conducted per condition.
We conducted each trial as follows. We manually placed the individually separated components at various initial positions and orientations in the reactor, ensuring that the polarities on the right edge of every component were the same and that intercomponent bonds were not to instantaneously form upon inception of shaking. The shaking frequency was then set to 350 rpm for all circular sector-shaped and square components. Using the same shaking frequency and type of magnets, we observed lever-caused breakage in substructures of triangular components; thus in this case we ran the experiments at 300 rpm to eliminate the problem.
After inception of shaking, each experiment was run until the system reached an absorbing state, composed only of target structures and incompatible substructures (Fig. 3) . The final population of structures was then manually recorded. 8 
Results and discussion
The results of the experiments are presented in Fig. 4-11 and in Fig. 17-20 of Appendix D. They show, in all cases, a qualitative agreement respectively with model-based predictions of absolute assembly yield Y, defined as the mean number of fully formed target structures over a given number of trials, and relative assembly yield T YÁN/n, defined as the mean number of components that form target structures divided by the number n of available components. For the comparisons of absolute yield, Fig. 4-11 (left) also report the 95% confidence error bound, i.e., the 95% confidence maximum difference between the predicted and the experimental absolute yields. Statistically significant confidence intervals were computed by means of the bootstrapping procedure described in Appendix B. A complementary measure of waste W, capturing the relative fraction of components not used in complete target structures, is defined as W 1 À YÁN/n = 1 À T and reported in Fig. 6 for the N = 8 case.
Circular sector components
As shown in Fig. 4 , the yield in both the physical system and the abstract model is 100% for the 8-component condition. This is expected, since in this condition 8 components necessarily assemble in only one way if correctly placed and constrained to move in 2D (Fig. 5) . Then, Y drops sharply for the 9-component condition, the first where the formation of incompatible substructures is possible. In fact, the 9-component system can end in one of 4 possible absorbing states (Fig. 5) , three of which consist of two incompatible substructures. The values of the error bound, expectedly null for the n = 8 condition, show a non-monotonic increasing trend (Fig. 4) .** The relative assembly yield also drops sharply for the 9-component condition, and initially shows a nonmonotonic trend that becomes approximately constant at B31% for larger n (Fig. 17) . Correspondingly, the component waste fraction W in Fig. 6 appears to converge asymptotically and non-monotonically to an approximately constant value of B69%.
The relation between absolute assembly yield and possible number of absorbing states is explicited in Fig. 16 of Appendix C. The curve is multi-valued since, as shown by Fig. 5 , different values of n give rise to the same number of possible absorbing states. Nevertheless, a non-monotonic increase of Y with the number of possible states can generically be observed.
The absolute assembly yield data and error bounds for the 601, 721, and 901 sector conditions (Fig. 7-9 (left) ) show nonmonotonically increasing trends similar to the 451 sector case. The corresponding comparison between possible and observed absorbing states are shown in Fig. 7-9 (right) . The relative yield data, presented in Fig. 17-20 of Appendix D, show the convergence of T to an N-dependent asymptotic value already observed for N = 8. 
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Square and triangular components
The absolute assembly yield curve derived from the CRN-based model for the square components (Fig. 10 (left) ) exactly matches that of the 901 sector components (Fig. 9 (left) ). The match is expected, since the model parameters describing both component shapes-namely, bonding probability P b and collision probability P c -are the same (see Section 4). For the same reason, the number of possible absorbing states is also the same in both cases (Fig. 9 and 10 (right) ). The data for relative assembly yield shown in Fig. 21 are consistent with previous observations.
Yield data and number of absorbing states for systems of triangular components are shown in Fig. 11 (left), Fig. 22 and Fig. 11 (right) , respectively. Also in this case, the absolute yield curves for experimental and model-based results have closely matching, non-monotonically increasing trends; not all possible absorbing states were observed; and T appears to saturate for large n.
Though time is not a parameter of our experiments, it is worth noting that the trials with the triangular components took 15 minutes on average to reach the absorbing state, compared to an average of 5 minutes for square-and sector-shaped components. This can be only partially justified by the use of a lower shaking frequency in the former case (see Section 5). Visual observations suggested that the triangular components tended to mutually align and stack themselves against the edge of the container. This ordering and packing effect induced by local component density 36 sterically hindered the roto-translational motion of the components and significantly reduced the rate of interbond formation.
Discussion
Experimental and analytical assembly yield data (Fig. 4, and  (Fig. 7-11 (left) )) show non-monotonically increasing, closely View Article Online matching trends. Predicted and observed drops in assembly yield for specific n values can be justified by (1) the formation of the (z À 1)th target structure, and (2) the number of possible absorbing states.
Formation of the (z À 1)th target structure
Consider the experiment with 16 of the 451 circular sector components, which can form z = 2 target structures. If and when the first target structure is formed, the second target structure will also and always form. This is true since the residual components can assemble in only one way. This also implies that the probability of forming exactly one target structure is 0 in this condition. With one more component with respect to the previous condition, the second target structure is not guaranteed to form even if the first target structure is formed. This is true because the residual components could still form incompatible substructures. The expected drop in yield for the latter compared to the former condition was confirmed by the experimental data. Beyond the third target structure, the formation of the (z À 1)th target structure does not seem to cause a significant drop in yield.
Number of possible absorbing states
The assembly yield is also influenced by the number of absorbing states a system can access (see Fig. 16 ) and the corresponding distribution of substructures. The number of possible absorbing states can be exactly computed for every set of components used in this work. Interestingly, for the conditions we studied, the number of possible absorbing states is not a monotonic function of the number of components in the system. This affects the assembly yield of the corresponding systems.
To improve the reliability of the experimental data, the absorbing state space of each assembly system should be completely explored, and a sufficient number of trials conducted to build a reliable empirical estimate of the distribution over the absorbing states. 37 Even with the non-negligible number of experimental trials we conducted (see Section 5), ultimately limited by time constraints, we were able to explore only a subspace of the possible absorbing states for all experimental conditions. In the experiment with N = 8 we did increase the number of trials per condition from 20 to 41 for selected values of n, as evidenced in Fig. 15 . The additional trials did marginally help explore more of the absorbing state space (Fig. 5 ).
Scaling
Having verified the capability of the CRN-based model to predict the outcome of assembly experiments, we can use the model to investigate further properties of assembling systems of interest. Here, we begin by numerically exploring the scaling of the number of absorbing states and of assembly yield for The parallel and combinatorial nature of the assembly process and the existence of incompatible substructures let expect the number of absorbing states to be a power law function of the number of components. Fig. 12 plots the growth of the number of possible absorbing states with the number of components. It can be observed that different sets of components are associated with different scaling exponents; and that, in spite of the different geometry, pairs of sector-shaped components give rise to the same scaling exponent, respectively 1.00 in the case of 1201 and 901 sector components and 1.92 for 721 and 601 ones. The origin of such subdivision remains to be investigated. A power law scaling of the absolute assembly yield with the number of components is derived from Fig. 13 . In this case, all component types share a very similar scaling exponent (B1.00). Scaling of the relative assembly yield with the number of components is shown in Fig. 14 , which further evidences the convergence of T toward a fixed, N-dependent values for large values of n.
Conclusions
We presented a comprehensive study of assembly yield in systems of passive homogeneous agents assembling into equal target structures in parallel. The yield predictions derived from a chemical reaction network-based model were quantitatively compared with physical experiments conducted on a magnetomechanical system. Our results demonstrate that the CRN-based model is able to predict with fair accuracy the assembly yield for the extensive presented set of experimental conditions parameterised by number and shape of components. The results provide a quantitative grounding as well as a generalisation of the incomplete evidence first reported by Hosokawa et al. 27 They evidence that the relative assembly yield for a given target structure tends to converge to a fixed value for populations with large number of components. Correspondingly, the average fraction of components ultimately not used in the assembly of complete target structures was shown to remain rather high (e.g., above 69% for the N = 8 case) irrespective of the number of components available, which posits severe waste concerns for practical applications. Our results also support the theoretical observation by Miyashita et al., 30 according to which assembly yield increases as the angle of the sector-shaped components increases (i.e., N decreases). The CRN-based analysis clearly pinpointed the crucial role of incompatible substructures in the suboptimal yield in parallel assembly of geometricallyclosed target structures, and was shown suitable to derive scaling laws for the assembly system. A similar analysis can be developed to model the 3D assembly of modular target structures-as reported e.g. by White et al., 38 Hacohen et al. 34 and Neubert et al.
39
-provided that CRNs and bonding probabilities are appropriately defined.
This work preludes to future analyses of ways to avoid incompatible substructures. A trivial solution to the problem is the compartmentalisation of the assembly space in subregions, each bounding the exact number of components making up a target structure. An obvious approach is also to convert the assembling system into a self-assembling system, whereby intercomponent bonds are reversible and can be broken under specific conditions. 24 In a system designed so that only the target structures do not break up upon collisions, the components population would be able to escape local energy minima. Another approach consists in templating the assembly of the target structures, for instance by using (non-homogeneous) sets of geometrically complementary components 16 or addressable, uniquely-encoded intercomponent bonds. 34, 40, 41 In yet another approach, originally proposed but never realised by Hosokawa et al., 27 mechanical conformational switching 42 would direct the assembly kinetics of passive components with binary internal states and limit the number of possible coexisting nucleation sites. 20 Finally, the abstract model we used takes into account the combinatorial entropy of the system and a limited information on the geometry of the components. Additional entropic considerations might improve the model by integrating complementary spatial information pertaining to, e.g., component density in the assembly space. 7, 36 Developing a model that takes into account spatial entropy will be part of our forthcoming work.
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Appendix A: CRN model for the N = 8 circular sector system
According to eqn (2), the F i can then be expressed as: Since gathering experimental data sufficient to compute 95% confidence intervals (CI 95%) is extremely time consuming for our assembling systems, we recurred to bootstrapping. 37 In this method, several independent samples are repeatedly drawn (with replacement) from an observed population in order to infer statistical information about the underlying distribution. The required statistics are computed for each independent sample, and a corresponding resampled distribution is built. As the observed population is assumed to contain all the necessary information of the underlying distribution, the resampled distribution represents the spread of the required statistic for the underlying distribution. 37 In our study, we bootstrap the physical experiment outcomes in order to obtain a confidence interval for the mean yield (m Y ) of the physical experiments. Using the obtained confidence interval, the error bound, i.e., maximum difference between the model prediction and experimental mean, is calculated according to Algorithm 2. The experimental results (experimentalResults) are in the form of a matrix with numOfConditions rows and numOf Trials columns. We iterate through all the experiment conditions using the index i. A vector (m Y ) of null values is initialised; this vector stores the yield values of the resampled data. For each condition, represented as a row in experimentalResults, we randomly choose (with replacement, i.e., resampled) values numOf Trials times. The yield of the resampled data is computed and stored in m Y . The process of resampling is repeated a given number of times (numOfBootstrapSamples).
The vector m Y is sorted in ascending order. As numOfBootstrapSamples = 200 in our work, the lower bound (lowerBound) is the 6th element, and the upper bound (upperBound) is the 195th element respectively. The error bound is the maximum difference between the model yield and one of the bounds.
The code and data employed to estimate the confidence intervals are available to download. † † † † http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/Bdipparth/site/. Fig. 17 Relative assembly yield for the system of Fig. 4 (N = 8) . Fig. 18 Relative assembly yield for the system of Fig. 7 (N = 6) . Fig. 20 Relative assembly yield for the system of Fig. 9 (N = 4, sectorshaped components). View Article Online
